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Message from the CEO

DEAR FRIENDS, FAMILIES, ALLIES, AND VOLUNTEERS:

As I reflect upon Encircle’s last year, I want to thank you all for your generous and steadfast support of 
Encircle during 2019-2020. Our accomplishments are only possible because of the kindness, love, and 
dedication you have shown to the families and youth we serve.

In 2019, Encircle served approximately 16,000 youth and their families across all of our programming 
initiatives. On Valentine’s Day 2019, Encircle opened the Salt Lake City home, which came with a 
heartfelt community tribute to the late John Williams. While continuing to support and embrace the 
youth and families in our Provo home, Encircle began work on its third home in St. George, which 
was finished in April 2020. Along with all of this exciting growth, Encircle maintained our dedication 
to supporting LGBTQ+ youth through life-affirming programs and expanded mental health therapy 
services. “Encircle Therapy” was registered as its own non-profit during 2019 and is now a subsidiary 
of Encircle Family and Youth Resource Center. Mental health therapy is provided across all homes by 
seven therapists led by Clinical Director, Dr. Jared Klundt. Encircle will soon be hiring a licensed child 
therapist to serve LGBTQ+ youth aged 12-16, a demographic we were previously not staffed to serve.

Not only has Encircle grown externally, but we have added staffing expertise to our internal 
operations. The Encircle staff are among some of the most creative, kind and committed individuals I 
know. Not only am I honored to work alongside these people, I am continually touched by how much 
they care about and love the LGBTQ+ community.

It goes without saying that 2019-2020 has proven to be a challenging time for everyone. Due 
to the global pandemic, Encircle closed the Provo and Salt Lake homes in March 2020 and 
moved programming online. Encircle has continued to provide therapy to youth and families 
by offering teletherapy services to all of our patients. We are also aware that some of our patients 
do not have access to a space that provides the privacy that teletherapy requires, so we have also 
been seeing patients in the Encircle therapy rooms. Our online programming now includes 12 
Friendship Circles per week, including a new Queer Black, Indigenous, and People of Color 
(QBIPOC) Friendship Circle, for adults (18+).  Although it was completed in April 2020, local 
health orders prevented Encircle from opening the St. George home. We expect to reopen all of 
our homes in October 2020.

We have experienced more programming participation than ever as many youth live in homes 
which are non-supporting and rejecting. During the past few months, Encircle has experienced 
patients whose depression has increased significantly due to moving back into houses where they 
do not feel loved or welcomed. Anxiety has spiked as physical distancing removes both a sense of 
normalcy, as well as the social connection humans need to thrive. Suicidality has heightened to 
the point where it has been necessary to move some of our patients into inpatient hospitalization 
to keep them alive. Throughout it all, our therapists have been doing everything in their power 
to continue to strengthen coping skills and build upon the resilience of our patients.

Our LGBTQ+ youth are especially vulnerable today. We are aware that a global pandemic can 
only exacerbate the inequality felt by marginalized, non-dominant individuals. Therefore, more 
than ever, Encircle must continue to bring services to youth and their families so that everyone 
can thrive. We also continue to reach out and educate all communities so that youth can feel 
loved and a sense of belonging wherever they are.

I have a deep and abiding faith in our community, which I believe to be resilient, loyal and 
caring. The global pandemic has taught us many lessons. Among the most poignant is to cherish 
the small things in life, including our relationships. A kind conversation, a smile, and an act of 
kindness can go a long way. It has not been easy. There are many days when I worry about our 
youth, how they’re feeling, and Encircle’s future. Because of our strength prior to the pandemic 
and because people continue to show up for us, we are able to move forward with ambition and 
confidence.

I express my deepest gratitude and appreciation for your ongoing support and consideration. 
Encircle has big plans for the future. Without your following, we would not be able to serve 
LGBTQ+ youth, embrace families, and save lives. Together we will get through this, come out 
stronger, and continue to create miracles across all communities we serve!

NO SIDES, ONLY LOVE.

Stephenie Larsen 
founder & ceo, encircle 
she/her

Our Mission

To Bring the Family and Community Together 
to Enable LGBTQ+ Youth to Thrive
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Our LGBTQ+ Youth 
Remain At Risk.

• 40% of lgbtq+ youth have seriously considered attempting suicide in the past 12 months.

• 1 in 3 lgbtq+ youth reported that they had been physically threatened or harmed in their 
lifetime due to their LGBTQ+ identity.

• more than half of transgender youth have seriously considered suicide.

• According to the Utah Suicide Prevention Plan, 2017-2021, “gay and transgender teens who 
are highly rejected by their parents and communities are more than eight times as 
likely to attempt suicide.”

• 86% of lgbtq+ youth said that recent politics have negatively impacted their well-being.

• 46% of lgbtq+ youth report they wanted psychological or emotional counseling from a 
mental health professional but were unable to receive it in the past 12 months. 
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2019 At A Glance

$1,981,496 
total amount raised

15,400 
individuals served

1180 
therapy sessions

3 
encircle homes

ke C

Motivated by an increasing number of sexual and gender minority youth 
experiencing alienation from their families and communities, including high 
rates of suicide, Encircle began building homes in conservative communities 
across Utah in 2017 to provide life-saving and affirming programming to 
LGBTQ+ youth and their families. Encircle utilizes a neutral approach: No 
Sides, Only Love. This focus is emblematic of Encircle’s mission—bringing 
families and communities together to enable LGBTQ+ youth to thrive.
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2019 ENCIRCLE SUMMIT

On Saturday December 7, 2019, over 2000 LGBTQ+ youth, their families, allies, and educators 
joined together on the campuses of Adobe and Podium for a day-long symposium featuring 
over 100 outstanding workshops, speakers, and performances aimed at bringing the community 
together so that LGBTQ+ youth can thrive. Encircle owes a tremendous amount of gratitude to 
Adobe, Podium, Brad Clark, The Pickle Family, and NuSkin for their generous support to make 
the day a remarkable success.

LOVE LOUDER ART SALE AT ENCIRCLE CELEBRATES UTAH ARTISTS AND LGBTQ+ YOUTH

On January 18, 2019, the John Williams Salt Lake City Encircle Home hosted a Love Louder Art 
Benefit showcasing 250 works from 110 artists both in person and online. Artists featured in the 
event included Love Louder Gallery Consultant Megan Ah You, from Sundance Gallery and 
Art Studios and Beatrice Tiegen, the 7th grade creator of “Great Girls of the World.”  Painter 
Pilar Pobil, recently recognized as one of Utah’s 15 most influential artists and a Salt Lake City 
resident, explained her reason for contributing to the benefit, “I am a very old woman who has 
had a very full life, full of many things wonderful, and others very sad.  As an artist, I have always 
tried my best to fight against all kinds of discrimination.  We are all human beings and we all 
deserve to be treated with respect.”

Scott Anderson, President of Zions Bank, and Governor Gary Herbert attended the event. The 
event raised over $100,000 in proceeds to support Encircle’s affirming programming and mental 
health therapy services.

2019 LOVELOUD MUSIC FESTIVAL

The LOVELOUD Music Festival, sponsored by AT&T, returned to Salt Lake City on June 
29, 2019 with a stellar lineup of speakers and performers primed to celebrate the LGBTQ+ 
community. Thousands of LGBTQ+ youth and their families attended.
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CEO DINNER

On Saturday, December 7th , Encircle welcomed Business and Community leaders from 
around Utah to a red-carpet private dinner held at the Podium Building to celebrate LGBTQ+ 
youth. Featured Speakers included Dan Reynolds (Imagine Dragons), U.S. Representative Ben 
McAdams, Scott Anderson (ZionsBank), Mikelle Moore (Intermountain Healthcare), and Ryan 
Smith (CO-Founder & CEO Qualtrics). 

Encircle was extremely humbled and proud to receive the unequivocal recognition and 
support by so many Utah leaders. We are grateful to stand with you and we thank you for your 
commitment to LGBTQ+ youth.

ENCIRCLE THERAPY

Encircle began looking for therapy services 3 years ago in response to an urgent need for mental 
health support to the LGBTQ+ community.

Encircle offers affirming, affordable therapy for LGTBQ+ individuals and their families. All 
therapists at Encircle have experience in navigating the complex intersection of sexuality, gender 
expression, and religious beliefs.

Therapists at Encircle never "push" a client in any direction, but allow our clients the space to 
decide for themselves where they want their life to go in accordance with their values.

Therapists at Encircle practice in accordance with all ethical and legal guidelines and therefore do 
not practice or endorse conversion or reparative therapy.

Encircle aims to provide mental health services to serve the LGBTQ+ community anywhere 
there is a need for compassion and understanding. With plans to expand into rural and frontier 
areas of Utah, Encircle Therapy will continue to be a world-class mental health provider for 
LGBTQ+ people and their communities.

1,180  total therapy sessions 
subsidized by encircle 

80% of clients paid $10 or less per session 
(made possible by generous donations)

EVERYONE  encircle therapy saw folx of all backgrounds, 
ethnicites, orientations, and identities
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Programs Offered During 2019

ELEVATE

A speaking series in which Encircle invites diverse, thriving, inspirational LGBTQ+ individuals 
with diverse backgrounds and life journeys from the community to come and share their story. 

95% of guests report being able to  
connect to speaker's story

TOOLS TO THRIVE

Designed for LGBTQ+ college students, Tools to Thrive is a discussion-based program meant 
to facilitate growth and discovery in an intimate setting where community members can talk 
openly about the challenges faced by LGBTQ+ people and their families and friends and share 
tools they’ve used to overcome these challenges. 

60  outside facilitators, experts, & panelists brought  
in to educate our guests across both locations

SERVE

Our most popular family and ally program, Serve is a service-based program designed to foster 
connection between LGBTQ+ youth, their families, and the community at large.

60  organizations encircle has  
worked with across both locations
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CONNECT

Connect is a program for parents and loved ones of LGBTQ+ individuals in which parents & 
loved ones are invited to listen to guest speakers, engage in discussions, participate in a book 
group, and participate in a variety group activities. All aspects of the program are geared toward 
parents & loved ones as they navigate their child’s/loved one’s coming out process and beyond.

15  average number of guests  
per week across both locations

95% of guests report learning 
something new each week

96% of guests report feeling hope regarding their  
lgbtq+ loved one after participating in connect

LUNCH WITH LISA

Lunch with Lisa is an opportunity for parents of LGBTQ+ children to gather to share sorrows, 
strengths, and successes. Parents bring their own lunches and meet together to eat, talk, and 
process experiences relevant to being a parent of an LGBTQ+ child. 

10  average number of guests in 
attendance per week per location

85%  of guests in attendance have  
transgender/gender diverse children

LOVE LOUDER ART 

This program is hosted by local artists and masters of their craft and provides new skills and 
coping strategies, promoting creative and artistic expression. 

45%  of guests travel from outside 
utah and salt lake counties

98%  of guests report engaging in a  
positive emotional experience
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BEYOND: A NIGHT OF MUSIC

A night of music in which all members of the community are welcome to come sing, play/bring 
instruments, laugh, jam, & connect together. 

30  average guests in attendance  
per week per location

96%  of guests report feeling connected to  
each other through music

BLUE SKY

Facilitated by writing professionals, this program provides a safe space for participants to find 
their voice through writing.

96%  report having engaged in a positive  
and fulfilling creative writing experience

15  average number of guests in attendance  
per week per location

BECOMING

An ongoing program to strengthen understanding and dialogue between gender diverse persons 
and their family members, allies, and community.

95%  of guests feel safe to ask hard  
questions relative to weekly content

96%  of guests identify with the  
topics discussed at becoming

RAINBOW MUTUAL

An opportunity for LGBTQ+ youth, siblings, and allies to come together for a fun monthly 
event ranging from game nights to petting zoos to talent shows.

50  average number of guests  
in attendance per program
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Encircle collaborates with academics, licensed therapists, and other 
professionals to create and distribute culturally competent and evidence-
informed publications for LGBTQ+ youth and their families. Most 
pamphlets are available in both English and Spanish. Since 2017, Encircle’s 
publications have been downloaded 16,500 times across the United States, 
Canada, Europe, Central and South America, and Australia!

New Initiatives

NEW CHILD THERAPIST

Suicide is a major preventable public health problem in Utah and the number one cause 
of death for youth ages 10-17.  According to The Trevor Project’s 2020 National Survey on 
LGBTQ+ Youth Mental Health, 46% of LGBTQ+ youth report they wanted psychological 
or emotional counseling from a mental health professional, but were unable to receive it in 
the past 12 months. According to research performed by the Family Acceptance Project, 
it was found that the average age that youth realized they were gay was a little over age 13. 
Many of them knew they were gay at even younger ages – such as age 7 or 9. 

Many of the young people who arrive at Encircle have deep-seated feelings of guilt, shame 
and fear, including worries about their physical safety – particularly for youth who live in 
rejecting homes. The emotional damage that rejecting parents and a rejecting community 
can have on a young person is traumatic and can lead to suicide and life-long despair. The 
need is exacerbated by the scarcity of licensed child psychologists in Utah, which results in 
the majority of LGBTQ+ youth mental health needs remaining unmet.

Thanks to funding from the Marriott Daughters Foundation, The LOVELOUD 
Foundation, and Brad Clark, Encircle will be adding a licensed child therapist to serve 
vulnerable LGBTQ+ youth aged 12-16.  Encircle Therapy has determined that creating a 
licensed child therapist position represents a major step forward in serving the unmet needs 
of this vulnerable youth population.

STORIES FROM ENCIRCLE, VOLUME 2

Encircle is publishing a second edition of its popular book—Stories From Encircle—
which highlights personal stories from families, allies, Church members and leaders, and 
LGBTQ+individuals who share heartfelt stories around love, strength, and hope to help 
LGBTQ+ youth feel supported and loved.
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To encircle someone is to provide a shelter, a protection, a 
sense of belonging and ultimately a safe place to learn and grow. 
Encircle’s programs are designed to foster connection, the greatest 
protective factor for the prevention of mental illness and suicide.

WE ARE MEETING OUR OBJECTIVES over 92% of the time.  
50 GUESTS VISIT EACH ENCIRCLE HOME every day.  

850 GUESTS VISIT EACH ENCIRCLE HOME every month. 
10,200 GUESTS VISIT EACH ENCIRCLE HOME every year.

 
We have not lost one of our 

youth to suicide.
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New Programming Lineup

Based on participant feedback, participation statistics, and the impact of the covid-19 global 
pandemic on daily operations,  Encircle recently restructured and reimagined its suite of life-
affirming programming to include the following hybrid schedule of in-person and online 
offerings. This restructuring provides flexibility as the COVID-19 situation develops and offers 
multiple options for the communities we serve:

ENCIRCLE IN-PERSON THEMATIC MONTHLY ACTIVATIONS

A community outreach initiative focused on engaging LGBTQ+ youth around monthly themed 
events to help create connection, support, and a sense of belonging for youth during Covid-19.  
Each month on a designated date, LGBTQ+ youth are invited to come in-person to the Encircle 
homes to pick up care-packages  carefully curated around monthly themes including “Back To 
School,” “Self-Care, “Treat Yourself,” “Thankful For You,” and “Year-End Reflection.”  Our first 
activation was held on August 28th and served 425 LGBTQ+ youth across all homes.

LUNCH WITH LISA

A weekly Wednesday opportunity for parents of LGBTQ+ children to share sorrows, regrets, loss, 
strengths, and successes over lunch. Lunch with Lisa will be held in-person in Provo beginning in 
September 2020 and also online for individuals preferring to participate via ZOOM.

CONNECT

A Tuesday evening speaker program held over ZOOM for parents and loved ones of LGBTQ+ 
youth to provide support to each other as they navigate their child’s coming out process and 
beyond.  Participation in this program has included up to 90 participants at a single session.
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GSA NIGHT

Gender and Sexuality Alliance (“GSA”) Night engages youth aged 12-18 from GSA and 
Queer-Straight Alliance (“QSA”) clubs across Utah for a Wednesday evening program 
designed to foster connection and community among diverse student populations across the 
state. Participants in the program will come together weekly over ZOOM to engage in game 
nights, discussion groups, and workshops. The youth will take part in selecting the weekly 
topic and activity to ensure that the chosen activities are age-appropriate and reflect student 
interest and need. 

ENCIRCLE LIVE PODCAST SERIES

Encircle has begun initial planning for a new weekly podcast series to promote a greater 
understanding of the Utah queer community and LGBTQ+ youth mental health. The 
podcast will decrease feelings of lost connection and belonging during Covid-19. Each 
episode will contain targeted, succinct, and affirming information for youth and their 
families to incorporate into everyday living.

PEER-TO PEER DAILY FRIENDSHIP CIRCLES

Encircle hosts 12 Friendship Circles per week, which now includes a new Queer Black, 
Indigenous, and People of Color (QBIPOC) Friendship Circle, for adults (18+).  Friendship 
Circles provide opportunities for sharing, connection, self-acceptance, and support 
through discussion of issues and experiences relevant to each group, often exploring the 
intersectionality of conservative cultures, religion, mental health, social issues, and loss. The 
Friendship Circles offer a safe space to help identify healthy, effective coping techniques to 
mitigate feelings of shame, angst, fear, pain, and loss.

80% of Friendship Circle attendees report attending 21+ times or more

96% of guests report feeling a sense of belonging and connection to other group 
members and themselves

22 groups hosted weekly across all locations in 2019
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Logan Expansion and Beyond

Encircle continues to expand, with a third home in St. George completed in April 2020.  Encircle 
is in preliminary talks with Utah State University to build a fourth home in Cache County 
located on USU’s Logan campus. The home would be built via a 100-year land grant with USU 
on a portion of land formerly occupied by the May Swenson Family Home, near Old Main Hill. 
The campus is home to 17,000 students who would be invited to participate and collaborate 
with Encircle across many opportunities including: mental health clinical internships, social 
work, writing, poetry, art, music, engineering, and architecture. We expect the Logan home to be 
completed in Fall 2021.

Encircle is currently involved in planning, community assessment, and due diligence activities 
for the placement of an additional Encircle home in the Wasatch Back in 2022. The communities 
being considered for a fifth Encircle home include Summit and Wasatch Counties. Encircle looks 
forward to engaging in meaningful community conversations to determine the best location in 
which to serve LGBTQ+ youth in the Wasatch Back.

Within all homes, Encircle deploys two core initiatives to engage the community while 
providing ongoing support to LGBTQ+ youth and their families: A suite of evidence-based 
affirming programs designed to embrace differences by offering family-focused information and 
educational resources, and subsidized mental health therapy services, including daily Friendship 
Circles. These programs are designed to help Utah’s LGBTQ+ youth navigate/rebuild familial 
relationships often wrought with shame, guilt, suicidal thoughts, and loneliness; and for parents 
and communities to learn to accept, rather than reject, LGBTQ+ youth.

ity

THE CLINT FORD & BRUCE BASTIAN ENCIRCLE HOME 
Provo, Utah

THE JOHN WILLIAMS ENCIRCLE HOME 
Salt Lake City, Utah

THE ST.  GEORGE ENCIRCLE HOME 
St. George, Utah
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Washington County
the st. george encircle home

Construction Completed April 2020
Opening Late 2020 (COVID-19 protocols observed)

Cache County
the logan encircle home

Commitment secured with Utah State University
Opening Fall 2021

Salt Lake County
the john williams encircle home

Opened Valentine’s Day 2019

Utah County
the clint ford & bruce bastian encircle home

Opened Valentine’s Day 2017

The Wasatch Back
Planning activities including due 

diligence and community assessment
with a�ected poplations

Planning and due diligence 
activites are underway.

Opening October 2020
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Our Impact

Our core objectives are designed to afford LGBTQ+ youth, their families, and their 
communities the most critical components of a healthy emotional and mental life. These are:

1. AUTHENTICITY

Humans thrive when they are working toward self-defined, meaningful goals.

2. SOCIAL CONNECTION

Healthy social connections are consistently and positively associated with all indicators of 
psychological well-being.

3. POSITIVE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES

People who have positive emotions in their everyday lives tend to be happier and healthier, 
learn better, and get along well with others.

4. PSYCHOLOGICAL & EMOTIONAL SKILLS

Skills like sharing emotions, countering negative thought patterns, and mindful acceptance 
of emotion all contribute to greater mental health and increased well-being.

100%

94%

92%

92%

95%PSYCHOLOGICAL & EMOTIONAL SKILLS

0% 50%

AUTHENTICITY

SOCIAL CONNECTION

POSITIVE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES

Respondents who Agree or Strongly Agree  
that Encircle programs accomplish Core Objectives
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adobe

apple giving

at&t foundation

bd.com

bw bastian foundation

chevron salt lake refining

dancing llama foundation

the discover brighter futures 
fund 

dominion energy charitable 
foundation

e. rhodes and leona b. carpenter 
foundation

emergent fund

eric rea - podium 
 

george s. and dolores doré eccles 
family foundation

gold key realty, inc.

greyson chance

intermountain healthcare

kahlert foundation

kristen chenoweth

kulynych family foundation

lawrence t. & janet t. dee 
foundation

loveloud foundation

making a difference foundation

marriott daughters foundation

northrop grumman foundation

nuskin 
 
 

the richard k. and shirley s. 
hemingway foundation 

sam and diane stewart family 
foundation

selecthealth

sentry financial corporation

utah county cares

utah state legislature

ups foundation

walmart giving

wayout lgbtq+ foundation

weyerhaeuser giving fund

willard l. eccles charitable 
foundation

young living

zion's bank

Our Partners

Acclaimed actress and singer Kristen Chenoweth visited the John Williams 
Encircle Home in Salt Lake City, Utah on October 17, 2019, bringing a 
message of love and inspiration for Utah’s LGBTQ+ youth: “Growing up in a 
Christian home in a Bible Belt community in Oklahoma, I know what it can 
be like when you don’t fit in. I just want you to know that God loves you.”
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Our Team

We work to just one standard: the best imaginable.

STEPHENIE LARSEN 
Founder & CEO 

She/Her

JACOB DUNFORD 
Chief Operating Officer 

He/Him

JORDAN SGRO 
Chief Program Officer 

She/Her

SHAUNA WIEST 
Chief Development Officer 

She/Her

JARED KLUNDT 
Clinical Director 

He/Him

WILLIAM BATES 
Chief Legal Officer 

He/Him

AMBER MCMILLAN 
Chief of Staff 

She/Her
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Our Board Financial Summary

YEAR OVER YEAR SUMMARY

year income expense change in net assets

2016 $229,085.65 $28,332.98 $200,752.67

2017 $518,114.83 $325,244.76 $192,870.07

2018 $2,274,050.64 $717,880.78 $1,556,169.86

2019 $1,981,496.00 $1,280,616.00 $437.558.00

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

year total assets total liabilites total net assets

2016 $199,078.67 $0.00 $199,078.67

2017 $400,159.86 $17,375.08 $382,784.78

2018 $2,083,411.88 $161,745.75 $1,921,666.16

2019 $2,387,717.00 $64,235.00 $2,323,482.00

ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES

4% fundraising 
expenses

8% management and 
general expenses 88% programming 

expensesBARB YOUNG 
board member — she/her 

Philanthropist; 
Wife of former NFL and BYU 

Quarterback, Steve Young

HOLLY ALDEN 
treasurer — she/her 

Founder, Skullcandy, Inc. & Stance, Inc.; 
Partner, National Snowboard;

BRAD CLARK 
board member — he/him 

Philanthropist; 
CEO & Founder, Maryland Lyric Opera

CURTIS ANDERSON, ESQ. 
board chair — he/him 

Associate Teaching Professor, 
Brigham Young University Law School

ALLISON PHILLIPS BELNAP, ESQ. 
board member — she/her 

Real Estate Associate, 
Ballard Spahr LLP
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at&t foundation

b.w. bastian foundation

claudia bradshaw

dan & trudy simmons

daniel simmons

dominion energy 
charitable foundation

kulynych family 
foundation ii

michael marriott

mick & rachel hagen

nuskin

rick & cathleen obray

roger mcomber

sheri & berkely bate

the huntsman foundation

the sam & diane stewart 
family foundation, c/o 

cbiz mhm, llc

willard eccles 
foundation

Our Supporters alexa porges

alicia sanchez-gill

amy trombetti

andrew & mary hall

barbara allen

becky pickle

becky ransom

block restaurant group

bradley griffiths

brady mcgarry

bruce bastian

chad montgomery

chris earl

claudia whitten

coleman barney

colin lewis campbell charitable 
fund

curtis anderson

david and leslie nelson

david williams

debra glenn

discover brighter futures fund

don & elaine davis

donna lamont

erika & jason 

fortress investment group 

gary & marc huefner-kinser

george deussen

glenn dyke

hansen sisters foundation

helen stoddard

holly reynolds

intermountain community care 
foundation community giving

james faucette

jane & tami marquardt

janene ludlow

jane thorpe

jennifer howell

john davis

john needham

jon & kristy pike

julia challinor

julie griffiths

kacey foundation

kathryn hueth

kayla tipton

keala howe

keri and carolee wright

kevin curtis

laura redd

lawrence & janet dee founda-
tion

liahona academy for youth

linderman family fund 

linderman family fund

marcia & stephen wade

matt dorny

melanie taylor

michael jones

mindy gledhill

morgan stanley

mykl love

nature conservancy

neil & sylva lamont

network for good

nick senzee

northrop grumman foundation

paul braithwaite

ray & dorothy orton

rissa koenig

roberta goettler

robert flynn

robin boehnemann

sasha cahoon

select health

sentry financial corporation

shan apolonio

sheena spence

stephen & eleanor hammerman

susie augenstein

sydnie olson

talitha hill

the emergent fund

the fox foundation

the richard k. and shirley s. 
hemingway foundation

wayout lgbtq foundation

todd and teri ogden

torrent cycle

truman child

walmart giving

weyerhaeuser giving fund

dancing llama foundation

intermountain healthcare 
(ihc health services)

marriott daughters  
foundation

utah county cares

$25K - $49K

$10K - $24K

$1K - $9K

dan reynolds the kahlert foundation

$100K+

$50K - $99K

jared turner

barb and steve youngapple giving alfred clark

loveloud foundation
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a.c. ivory
aaron allsop

aaron keigher
aaron king

abbie dunford
abram jones
adam frenza
adam tolman

adam tripp
adp

adrianna torres
adrian schlueter

adrienne white
aislinn burke
alan & tammy 
rindlisbacher

alan amman
alan bruggeman

alejandro molina
alexander kovach
alexander medina
alexandra tebbs

alex munger
alex torres
alice kong

alicia galbraith
alisha sabin

alison lutjemeier
alison posel
ali  webster

allison jaech
allison larsen
allysha snow

ally smith
allyson hogan

alma wilson
alta ludlow
alyce adams

alyssa morrison
amanda & adam friedman

amanda robinson

amaryah cannon
amber eliason

amber empey
amber griffiths
amber mcmillan
amber schultz

amelia jones
american express company

amy christensen
amy dillon

amy redford
amy rudolph

amy young
anastazja klimczyk

ande uriguen
andrea ashdown
andrea johnson

andrea parkinson
andre bundy

andrew deffenbaugh
andrew eller
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No Sides, Only Love.



encircletogether.org

Encircle encourages LGBTQ+ youth to practice self-acceptance and express themselves 
without fear of ridicule, discrimination, bullying, or harassment. Our programs are 

designed to foster connection, the greatest protective factor for mental illness and suicide.

With your help, we can continue to bring the family and community together to enable 
LGBTQ+ youth to thrive. Please visit encircletogether.org/donate 

or contact Shauna Wiest at shauna@encircletogether.org to give today.


